Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a class of non-coding RNAs which play a significant role in several biological processes. RNA-seq based transcriptome sequencing has been extensively used for identification of lncRNAs. However, accurate identification of lncRNAs in RNA-seq datasets is crucial for exploring their characteristic functions in the genome as most coding potential computation (CPC) tools fail to accurately identify them in transcriptomic data. Well-known CPC tools such as CPC2, lncScore, CPAT are primarily designed for prediction of lncRNAs based on the GENCODE, NONCODE and CANTATAdb databases. The prediction accuracy of these tools often drops when tested on transcriptomic datasets. This leads to higher false positive results and inaccuracy in the function annotation process. In this study, we present a novel tool, PLIT, for the identification of lncRNAs in plants RNA-seq datasets. PLIT implements a feature selection method based on L 1 regularization and iterative Random Forests (iRF) classification for selection of optimal features. Based on sequence and codon-bias features, it classifies the RNA-seq derived FASTA sequences into coding or long non-coding transcripts. Using L 1 regularization, 31 optimal features were obtained based on lncRNA and protein-coding transcripts from 8 plant species. The performance of the tool was evaluated on 7 plant RNA-seq datasets using 10-fold cross-validation. The analysis exhibited supe- *
Introduction
Recent advances in genome sequencing have led to the discovery of thousands of non-coding RNA transcripts. Using RNA Sequencing (RNA-Seq) and epigenome sequencing, a new class of RNA transcripts i.e. long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) is defined as those having transcript length > 200 nucleotides. Although this class of RNA lacks protein-coding ability, they have been found involved in the regulation of biological processes such as enzymatic activity regulation, genomic loci imprinting, transcription, translation, and cellular differentiation [1] . Several lncRNA databases such as GENCODE, NONCODE and CANTATAdb have been developed for storage of lncRNAs [2, 3, 4] . These databases provide valuable resources for further identification of novel lncRNAs from genomic sequences. Although many lncRNAs have been identified in plants and animals, accurate computational identification of these lncRNAs in RNA-seq datasets remains one of the major problems in plants.
Therefore, an efficient, accurate and robust computational algorithm is required to predict lncRNAs in plants to further investigate their potential roles. Computational prediction of lncRNAs has been viable for the past few years. These methods generally use machine learning approaches to classify RNAs into different classes.
Several tools have been developed including: Coding Potential Calculator 2 (CPC2) [5] , Coding-Non-Coding Index (CNCI) [6] , Coding Potential Assessment Tool (CPAT) [7] , and a predictor of long non-coding RNAs and messenger RNAs based on improved k-mer scheme (PLEK) [8] . CPC2 computes the coding probability of the sequence by computing its peptide length, isoelectric point, Fickett score [9] and ORF integrity. CPC2 employed SVM using RBF kernel for training 17984 proteincoding and 10452 non-coding transcripts from Refseq [10] , Ensembl (v87), and EnsemblPlants (v32) databases [11] . Tools such as CPAT and lncScore [7, 12] classified protein-coding and non-coding transcripts based on logistic regression model 2 as machine learning classifier using sequence-based features such as open-reading frame (ORF) size, ORF length, ORF coverage, GC content, Fickett score and hexamer score; whereas others such as CNCI and LncRNA-MFDL [13] classified lncRNAs using adjoining nucleotide triplets (ANT) features to identify most-like CDS (MLCDS) regions in each transcript. PLEK [8] uses calibrated k-mer frequencies of a sequence and sliding-window approach as features for classification using SVM classifier from LIBSVM package. Currently developed alignment-free tools such as CPC2, lncScore, CPAT and PLEK work well with FASTA sequences derived from the GENCODE, NON-CODE or CANTATAdb databases, but perform poorly on FASTA sequences derived from RNA-seq data. Thus, an accurate tool is required for prediction of lncRNAs in plants.
In this work, we have developed a new alignment-free tool named Plant LncRNA and Identification Tool (PLIT) which uses L 1 regularization for feature selection and a Random Forest classifier for classification of sequences. For lncRNA identification, PLIT implements 73 sequence and codon-bias based features. The framework implements an optimization module called LASSO iterative Random Forest-Feature Selection (LiRFFS) [14, 15] which selects an optimal feature set from training and validation set features. The selected feature set can be used for identification of lncRNAs directly from RNA-seq derived FASTA sequences. The optimal features were selected based on coding and long non-coding FASTA sequences from the Refseq database [10] . The prediction accuracy of the PLIT was benchmarked against other existing tools. In total, 31 features which included ORF length, ORF coverage, Hexamer Score, GC content, and codon-bias features such as Codon Usage Bias, Relative Codon Bias, and Relative Synonymous Codon Usage were selected.
Compared with the existing tools, PLIT exhibited 15-30% increase in the prediction accuracy when evaluated with 10-fold Cross Validation and repeated 10-fold Cross Validation with data shuffling on different plant RNA-seq datasets. The availability of the RNA-seq based plant lncRNA prediction tool will provide a useful resource for identification of novel lncRNAs in plants. PLIT is freely available on GitHub:
https://github.com/deshpan4/PLIT. 
Methods

Data description
For extracting optimal feature set from FASTA sequences, a random selection of protein-coding and lncRNA transcript sequences from eight plant species was obtained from Refseq Release 91 [10] [11] as positive examples. The RNA-seq data for the seven plant species were obtained from the NCBI SRA database [16] with accession numbers PRJNA268115, PRJNA237837, PRJNA293380, PRJNA478448, PRJNA318972, PRJNA356948 and PRJNA484195. A description of the total number of lncRNA transcript sequences and number of annotated sequences has been provided in Table   1 . 
Data preprocessing
The first 15 base pairs of the sequence reads are trimmed using Cutadapt [17] to remove adapter and low-quality sequences with Q-score less than or equal to Trimmed reads for Oryza Sativa L. ssp. Japonica were mapped to IRGSP-1.0 genome with min intron length of 20, max intron length of 15000, segment mismatches of 1 and max multihits of 1. For S. Lycopersicum, the trimmed reads were aligned to the tomato genome (SL2.50) with min anchor length more than 8 nt, segment mismatches = 1 and max multihits = 1. The trimmed reads for Sorghum Bicolor were mapped to the Sorgum genome (Sorghum_Bicolor_NCBIv3) and trimmed reads of Vitis Vinifera were aligned to grape genome (IGGP_12x) with segment mismatches = 1 and max multihits = 1. For Zea Mays, the trimmed reads were aligned to the Maize genome (AGPv4) with the custom parameter values: min intron length = 5, max intron length = 60000, segment length = 25, segment mismatch = 1 and max multihits = 1. Remaining parameters were kept to default.
Feature extraction
For extraction of features from the RNA-Seq derived genomic sequences, the transcript sequences were first extracted from the Binary Alignment Map (BAM) file produced by the Tophat2 mapper [18] . Based on reference alignment of sample reads, a consensus FASTA sequence for each transcript coordinate was constructed by a two-step process: (1) SNP and INDEL calling of BAM file using SAMtools mpileup [19] that generated a Variant Call Format (VCF) file, and (2) sequence extraction from the genome and consensus sequence generation using variants from VCF by the SAMtools faidx tool [19] . The mpileup function collects the information from the BAM file and computes the likelihood. This is stored in a Binary VCF (BCF)
format. The Bcftools consensus function creates a consensus FASTA transcript sequence based on reference genome by applying the VCF variants. The sequence obtained can be used for extraction of features for lncRNA classification.
To construct a random forest model, 73 ORF-based and codon-bias features were extracted for each sequence in a given dataset. The features were selected based on the published results on sequence measures and codon bias measures [20, 21] 5. GC content ( f 5 ): f 5 is the GC content, which is also a common measure to differentiate lncRNA from protein-coding transcripts, as coding sequences have been reported to have higher GC content in exons over introns [23] . The GC content was calculated by counting the frequency of GC motifs for each sequence. These eight values are then converted to a probability value (p) using a lookup table [9] and multiplied by a weight (w) for each base. The Fickett score f 6 is then determined as: 
Codon Bias features
In protein-coding genes, the translational mapping process of codons (or nucleotide triplets) to amino acids involve usage of synonymous codons which code the same amino acids that are non-distinguishable at protein level. However, it has been reported that there exists a non-uniform codon usage in most genes i.e. codon bias [24, 25] . Many indices have been proposed for measuring codon bias, among which we carefully selected six codon-bias measures which are important in distinguishing lncRNAs from mRNAs.
1. Frequency of the optimal codons ( f 8 ): This feature is calculated as ratio of the total number of optimal codons to the total number of synonymous codons.
The Frequency of the optimal codons (Fop) was also one of the measures proposed by Ikemura [25] . The number of codons of optimal codons is calculated
, where C opt is defined as subset of optimal codons from all codons C and O t ot is the total number of codons in the sequence. Therefore, f 8 is calculated as:
2. Codon Usage Bias ( f 9 ): The Codon Usage Bias (CUB) which assesses codon bias in test set sequence relative to reference set of sequences based on weighted sum of distances of relative codon usage frequencies between the reference set and test set sequences [26] . The reference set is used as standard to which other sequences can be compared. f 9 is defined as:
where F a is frequency of amino acid a in the test set sequence; f a and f 
, where is determined, f 10 is calculated by the following formula for each sequence:
4. Weighted sum of relative entropy ( f 11 ): This measures the degree of deviation from equal codon usage [28] . Therefore, f 11 is defined as sum of relative entropy of each amino acid weighted by its relative frequency in the test sequence which is given by: f 11 = a∈A F a E a . Here F a is the relative frequency of amino acid a in the test sequence and E a is computed as:
where k a number of synonymous codons observed in the test sequence and H a is the entropy which measures uncertainty of codon usage in the test sequence for amino acid a computed as: H a = c∈C a f ac log 2 f ac .
5. Synonymous Codon Usage Order ( f 12 ): This is also an entropy-based codon bias measure and is similar to f 11 which differs only by the way entropy is calculated for each amino acid [29] . Instead of calculating the relative entropy, the normalized difference between maximum and observed entropy is com-
, and then f 12 is computed as f 12 = a∈A F a E a .
Relative Synonymous Codon Usage (RSCU):
This measure defines the relationship between observed codon frequencies and the number of times codon is observed when synonymous codon usage is random with no codon bias [30] . This is calculated as:
where O ac is the frequency of and validation sets which were used by LiRFFS algorithm for obtaining an optimal feature set.
Feature selection
The selection of optimal features is an important optimization for classification.
Wrapper-based Feature Selection (FS) methods such as Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) [31] or SVM-recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) [32] are computationally inefficient and can fail to identify optimal feature subsets. Whereas filterbased FS methods such as mRMR [33] , Chi-square [34] and Information Gain [35] , assign relevance score or rank to each feature by considering each feature separately and ignoring dependencies between features which leads to worse classification performance. Regression based approaches, such as least-squares estimate methods, often produce larger variance during model fitting which leads to over-fitting and poor generalization. Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) is a feature selection method which combines least-square loss with L1 norm constraint and produces sparse features by shrinking coefficients to zero. Other approaches such as ridge regression [14, 36] use L2 norm due to which it produces non-zero coefficients and therefore becomes inefficient for feature selection. Usage of Lq norm (with q < 1 or q > 1) approaches for optimization are generally nonconvex and make the minimization computationally challenging.
The PLIT framework implements LASSO and an iterative Random Forest Feature Selection (LiRFFS) algorithm (Algorithm 1) for identifying the principal set of collective features yielding the highest accuracy. It works by iterative selection of features based on varying the value of LASSO parameter lambda (λ) ( Figure 1 ).
As λ changes, non-zero beta coefficients are generated which corresponds to the selection of features using L1-regularized optimization of LASSO [14] . The β coefficients are calculated on training set features for each λ using the following 10 equation:
where, λ ≥ 0, X β − y 2 2 is the loss function (i.e. sum of squares), β 1 is the penalty term and λ is the tuning parameter which controls the strength of the penalty. Features extracted from the coding and noncoding sequences are divided into training and validation sets. β coefficients are calculated on each λ value. The selected features for each λ are iteratively applied on the validation set to obtain the accuracy vector. The optimal feature set is obtained by selecting the feature set that produces the prediction accuracy between the tolerance accuracy value and the maximum prediction accuracy value. The optimal feature set can be used for building the model for classification of test set transcript sequences. for j = 1 to betaENonZero do 12:
end for 14: selProb = replicate the values of
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10-fold cross validation and repeated 10-fold cross validation with data shuffling
For evaluating the prediction accuracy of PLIT against CPC2, CPAT, lncScore and PLEK tools, a 10-fold Cross Validation (CV) and repeated 10-fold CV with data shuffling benchmarking was performed on the coding and non-coding sequences extracted from the RNA-seq datasets. From the complete sequence set, 10% were selected as test set and 90% as training set in each fold consisting of balanced lncRNA and protein-coding sequences. For repeated 10-fold CV, five repetitions were performed with shuffling of sequences in each iteration followed by 10-Fold CV in each repetition.
Performance evaluation criteria
To assess classification performance of lncRNAs and mRNA transcripts, Accu- 
In all the above, TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative, FP = False Positive and FN = False Negative.
Results
Results of optimal feature selection
The selection of optimal features was performed on a unified dataset of 6 plant species (A. thaliana, Z. mays, O. sativa, B. napus, B. rapa and B. oleracea) 
Performance of PLIT feature groups on plant RNA-seq datasets
To evaluate performance of PLIT, the tool was evaluated on coding and noncoding sequences obtained from seven plant RNA-seq species. Individual perfor-mance of PLIT in different species ( The performance of PLIT was benchmarked against the four popular coding potential computation tools: CPAT, CPC2, PLEK and lncScore, using the plant RNAseq test datasets. An initial benchmarking analysis based on the prediction accuracy (Table 3) shows that PLIT exhibited much higher prediction accuracies in all the plant RNA-seq test set sequences. The accuracy of PLIT ranged from 76.5% to 96.7%, while only lncScore achieved the accuracy >90% among other tools. The accuracy for lncScore ranged between 62.7% to 92.6%, whereas CPC2, PLEK and CPAT demonstrated accuracies between 52.1% and 89.07%. Apart from accuracy, it was noticed that PLIT achieved higher sensitivity and specificity in all the test sets which indicates that PLIT is higher quality classifier for plants. CPAT demonstrated comparable sensitivity but demonstrated much lower specificity. On the other hand, CPC2, PLEK and lncScore achieved higher specificity but much lower sensitivity.
Lower sensitivity implies producing higher false negatives i.e. classifying coding sequences as long non-coding transcripts, whereas lower specificity implies increase in false positive results i.e. classifying long non-coding as coding transcripts (Table 4 and Table 5 ). Table 4 
Results of 10-fold Cross Validation (CV) performance benchmarking
To assess the performance of PLIT in plant RNA-seq datasets, a 10-fold CV performance benchmarking was performed. The prediction accuracy of PLIT against for S. lycopersicum, 12% to 25% for S. bicolor, 13% to 27% for V. vinifera, and 3% to 46% for Z. mays. However, for the Z. mays test set transcript sequences, the highest difference was produced by CPC2 alone. CPAT and PLEK generated accuracy difference ranging between 3 to 8%, whereas PLEK exhibited a difference of 16% against PLIT.
Results of repeated 10-Fold Cross Validation performance benchmarking with data shuffling
To further evaluate the efficiency and robustness of PLIT tool, a repeated 10-fold CV benchmarking was performed by repeatedly shuffling the coding and long non-coding sequences in each iteration. The prediction accuracies in each iteration were averaged to calculate a mean accuracy value along with standard error around the mean value ( Figure 7 ). PLIT generated a mean accuracy 78.07% with SE of 1.2, whereas lncScore, CPC2, PLEK and CPAT displayed mean accuracies of 68.41%, 50.7%, 53.5% and 63.15% along with SE ranging between 0.7 to 1.3 in A.
thaliana (Figure 7a and b) . PLIT showed mean prediction accuracy range of 84. CPC2, PLEK and lncScore generated SE of 1.5, whereas PLEK produced a lower SE value of 0.5. The mean accuracy and SE plots demonstrates the consistency of accuracy values of PLIT across several folds and repetitions when tested against currently known and popular tools. As mentioned previously in Section 3.3, the difference in the accuracy remained consistently similar with slight deviation along the mean value.
Comparison of PLIT-LiRFFS against mRMR feature selection method
The results of LiRFFS-based feature selection implemented in PLIT were com- 
Discussion
As RNA-Seq technology has been widely developed for identification of novel codons as well as codon residues at different codon positions [40] . Furthermore, non-randomness of synonymous codon usage is highly affected by tRNA pool size having a primary role in the reading frame and imposing constraints on the synonymous codon usage [41, 42] .
These results provide insights into the preferential selection of synonymous codons in the classification process. LiRFFS produced a minimal and maximal set of optimal feature sets from the training and validation datasets constructed from six plant species. The AUC profiles of the 31F optimal feature set on plant RNA-seq datasets demonstrates comparatively higher performance when compared against the 7F set. The similarity of the ROC curves for 31F and 73F sets indicate better selection of features represented by greater prediction performance. Test set sequences used in RNA-Seq datasets were used to demonstrate prediction accuracy of PLIT tool against other existing tools and its application for identifying novel lncRNAs based on the optimal feature set.
When comparing against currently popular state of the art alignment-free tools such as CPAT, CPC2, PLEK and lncScore [5, 7, 8, 12] , PLIT generated much better prediction accuracy values when tested on several plant datasets. From 10-fold CV and repeated 10-fold CV analyses, it was found that the prediction accuracies of other tools were comparitively lower with average differences ranging between 9 to 30%. 
Conclusions
In this work, we developed a novel tool, PLIT, for accurate identification and discovery of lncRNA sequences particularly well-suited for RNA-seq data from plants.
PLIT exceeds the prediction performance over other tools on various parameters.
The ability to identify and differentiate various lncRNA transcripts was demonstrated with several cross-validation tests on different RNA-seq datasets. Using LiRFFS, optimal features were identified based on the FASTA sequences from Refseq database.
Evaluation with K-fold and repeated K-fold CV demonstrated consistent and superior performance of PLIT on all plant datasets against other tools. Thus, PLIT is a stable, robust and accurate tool for distinguishing long non-coding and protein-coding transcripts from plant RNA-seq data. Figure 1 : LiRFFS workflow. Sequence and codon-bias features from the training and validation lncRNA and protein-coding sequences are extracted. LASSO coefficients are generated from the training set and iteratively applied on the validation set using an iRF classifier to generate the prediction accuracy at each λ value. Prediction accuracies are compared against the minimum threshold tolerance value. If the prediction accuracy produced by a particular λ value is ≥ minimum threshold tolerance value, the optimal features are selected from the filtered coefficient set. If accuracy is lower then the λ value, the optimal features are selected from the λ value producing the maximum prediction accuracy. 
